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Abstract6

The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is a widely-used numerical technique for simulation

of single- and two-phase flow in geometries that are obtained using tomographic imaging

of natural porous media. Due to ease of implementation and numerical robustness, a vast

majority of LBM-based pore-scale simulations employ the so-called bounceback scheme

to enforce no-slip velocity boundary condition. Bounceback, however, requires an implicit

and tight coupling between the the numerical (computational) and image (voxel) grid.

This coupling results in large discretization errors, since the pore-matrix interface within

the 3D image is rough. This leads to overestimation of the interfacial area, and thereby

inaccurate permeability predictions. The use of the bounceback scheme also causes other

numerical artifacts, such as viscosity-dependent permeability results. In order to address

these deficiencies, in this work, the classical marching cubes algorithm is used to recon-

struct a surface mesh from the 3D voxel grid; this mesh approximates the pore-matrix

surface with higher accuracy compared to the inherent stair-stepped representation. In

addition, (nominally) second-order accurate curved boundary schemes are used to en-

force no-slip velocity conditions at the reconstructed pore-matrix interface.The various

pre-processing steps, such as surface mesh generation and voxelization, that are necessary

to use curved boundary schemes are described in detail. The proposed approach of using

curved surfaces and boundary schemes is tested and validated on benchmark pore geome-

tries, including a random packing of monodisperse spheres. We conclude that compared

to current methods, curved boundary schemes provide a viable option for obtaining more

accurate transport properties for Digital Rock Physics-based applications.
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1. Introduction and Motivation9

Digital Rock Physics (DRP) is an approach in which high-resolution 3D images, along10

with sophisticated modeling and simulation methods, are used to numerically compute11

petrophysical properties of geologic porous media, such as reservoir rocks. Properties that12

can be computed include absolute (intrinsic) permeability, relative permeability, capillary13

pressure, electrical properties, elastic moduli, and formation factors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The14

3D images can be obtained from microtomography (mCT), scanning electron microscopy15

(SEM), or synthetically using statistical reconstruction procedures. With lower-cost com-16

puting and imaging equipment, and better numerical methods, DRP technology has the17

potential to provide a cheaper, faster, and accurate alternative to services provided by18

conventional laboratory techniques. Permeability is one of the fundamental properties of19

a porous medium, and is needed for investigating a variety of processes, such as multi-20

phase oil and gas flow, groundwater flow, and, in general, any processes modeled using21

Darcy’s law. In this study, the focus is on numerical computation of permeability of a22

porous medium with single-phase flow under Darcian continuum theory.23

The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is a widely-used numerical method for com-24

putation of intrinsic permeability in pores-spaces obtained using direct imaging [8, 9,25

7, 2, 10, 11]. After tomographic imaging of a sample, a cubic voxel of the 3D image is26

segmented such that each voxel is labeled as either a pore or a matrix. The resulting pore-27

matrix interface, henceforth called the solid boundary, is inherently rough and stair-step28

patterned, and represents the surface roughness of the sample at a length scale compa-29

rable to the resolution of the image. Since the pore-space is already spatially discretized30

in terms of the image voxels, the segmented binary image lends itself immediately to31

simulations via the LBM, resulting in a tight coupling of the voxel and the numerical32

grids. The additional pre-processing tasks, such as surface mesh extraction and volume33

meshing, that are required in traditional finite element/finite volume-based approaches to34
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DRP are not required in LBM. Pre-processing of complex geologic porous geometries can35

be tedious and difficult to scale and automate. The coupling of voxel and numerical grids36

leads to an ease of programming of the solver; this feature along with the localized nature37

of the algorithm that enables good parallel scalability and explicit time-stepping, etc.,38

makes the LBM a suitable numerical solver for rapid and routine analysis of industrial-39

scale (> 5123) samples with minimal user interface. One of the main challenges, however,40

is the accuracy of the numerical simulations.41

The scheme used to enforce a no-slip velocity (Dirichlet) condition on the solid42

boundary- the so-called bounceback scheme- is major source of the overall error. The43

bounceback scheme follows a simple heuristic rule: a distribution reverses its momentum44

when colliding with a solid boundary at rest. The simplicity of implementation of the45

bounceback boundary scheme has been one of the major contributors in the popularity46

of of the LBM. The simplicity of the approach is that one simply needs to label a voxel47

as a solid or fluid, and no additional numerical procedure is required. Although it is48

numerically robust, the use of bounceback for complex and curved solid boundaries leads49

to errors from two sources. The first source is the modeling error due to approximation of50

a curved boundary surface by a stair-case shape (geometrical discretization error). This51

error leads to first-order spatial accuracy for boundaries that are not aligned with the52

lattice vectors. A simple approach to reduce the discretization error is to increase the53

resolution of the image. However, in many cases, this approach may not be feasible due54

to practical imaging equipment constraints.55

The second source of error is more subtle, but well-documented in the LBM litera-56

ture [12, 13, 14]. When the bounceback scheme is used in conjunction with the single-57

relaxation-time or the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision model, the exact physical58

location of the solid boundary, i.e., the location where the flow velocity is exactly equal59

to 0, depends on the relaxation time τ . The relaxation time is a parameter in the BGK60

collision operator that numerically sets the kinematic viscosity of the fluid via the relation61

ν = (τ − 0.5)/3. With the bounceback-BGK combination, the exact location of the solid62

boundary can be derived analytically only for very simple cases; for instance, the solid63
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boundary lies exactly one-half grid distance beyond the fluid voxel if τ ≈ 1 and the solid64

boundary and lattice links are parallel [15]. In general, the exact location of the solid65

boundary (where flow velocity is exactly zero) is a complex function of the collision oper-66

ators, relaxation parameters, and implementation details. In the porous media context,67

it follows that the effective pore volume that is available for flow is a function of viscosity,68

making permeability a function of viscosity - a violation of physical behavior. Since τ69

controls both the kinematic viscosity and solution accuracy, the computed permeability70

is said to be viscosity-dependent. The use of the multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) colli-71

sion kernel can reduce the nonphysical dependence of permeability on viscosity via an72

optimal choice of relaxation parameters [16]; however geometrical discretization errors73

due to the stair-step nature of the solid boundary still remain. Accurate treatment of74

the pore-matrix interface or solid boundary is essential due to the high surface-to-volume75

ratios typical of a geologic porous medium. Even small variations in the pore volume or76

surface can cause large changes in the computed permeability.77

In contrast to the bounceback scheme, curved boundary schemes with second-order78

(nominal) accuracy, offer enhanced accuracy at a small computational and user-effort,79

while broadly maintaining the ease of use of the LBM [17, 18]. In general, curved bound-80

ary schemes involve interpolations or extrapolations to obtain unknown distributions at81

the boundary voxels; they also require computation of the distance from the boundary82

voxel to the solid boundary along each lattice vector (sub-grid distance) to account for83

the complex shape of the solid boundary. These schemes have been used within the84

LBM community to study aerodynamics [19, 20, 21], hemodynamics [22], and, to a much85

smaller extent pore-scale flow in porous media [17, 18, 23, 24]. The pore-scale flow studies86

conducted so far employ solid boundaries that are smooth surfaces and mathematically87

precise, and which are obtained either using 3D CAD or using sphere filling/packing algo-88

rithms (e.g. random packing of spheres) [25, 26, 27, 28]. In addition to approximating a89

porous medium as a collection of smooth spheres, these studies focused mainly on the fun-90

damental fluid mechanics and the associated drag coefficients in prototype porous media91

[29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 24]. However, the situation in the DRP context is rather different. The92
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simulation geometry for a realistic geologic porous medium cannot be generated using93

CAD or sphere packing algorithms. Therefore, the extension of curved boundary schemes94

and the associated workflow to the more practical and challenging cases of voxel-based95

pore geometries remains unaddressed.96

Therefore, the main aim of this work is to apply second-order accurate curved bound-97

ary schemes - instead of the first-order bounceback scheme - to estimate the permeability98

of a complex and realistic porous medium represented via its binary 3D image. The pro-99

posed methodology involves additional pre-processing steps, such as generation of surface100

and voxel meshes and sub-grid distance estimations, which are required to convert the101

tomographic images into a format amenable for LBM computations using curved bound-102

aries schemes.103

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the essential details of the104

LB method are described, along with a description of the two major categories of curved105

boundary conditions. In Sec. 3, the various steps involved in converting a 3D binary106

tomographic image into a format that is amenable to LBM calculations with curved107

boundary schemes are detailed. In Sec. 4, the results obtained from the numerical108

experimentation on two representative porous structures are discussed, and in Sec. 5, the109

resulting conclusions are presented.110

2. Numerical Methodology111

2.1. Overview of MRT-LBE112

Compared to the classical approach of directly solving the Navier-Stokes equations to113

model isothermal, incompressible flow, the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) is based114

on kinetic theory and the Boltzmann equation [19]. The LBE tracks the evolution of the115

discrete velocity distribution function fi(x, t) at position x, time t, and discrete velocity116

ci :117

fi(x + ci∆t, t+ ∆t)− fi(x, t) = Ωi(f) i = 0, 1, · · · q − 1. (1)

In the above equation, Ωi(f) is the discrete collision model, ∆t is the temporal discretiza-118

tion step and q is the total number of discrete velocities in the chosen lattice.119
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In this work, the LBE with the multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) collision model is120

used. The MRT collision model is based on the generalized lattice Boltzmann equation121

(GLBE) method, where the streaming of the populations occurs in the velocity-space, and122

the collision occurs in the moment-space, which is spanned by the orthogonal eigenvectors123

basis of the collision operator [34, 15]. The MRT collision operator is expressed as (in124

vector form):125

126

Ω ≡ −M−1SM[f − f eq] = −M−1S[m−meq] (2)

where M is a q×q matrix that linearly transforms the q-dimensional vector of distribution127

function f from the velocity-space to a q-dimensional vector m in the moment-space:128

129

m = M · f ; f = M−1 ·m (3)

The LBE-MRT equation is therefore given as:130

f(x + ci∆t, t+ ∆t) = f(x, t)−M−1S[m−meq]∆t (4)

The rows of the transformation matrix M, for the D3Q19 lattice, which consists of 19131

orthogonal basis vectors in three dimensions, and the functional form of the equilibrium132

moments meq employed in this study can be found in [16]. The relaxation rate matrix133

S is a q × q diagonal matrix which consists of the relaxation rate for each corresponding134

moment, and which are the eigenvalues of the collision operator M−1SM:135

S = diag(0, se, sε, 0, sq, 0, sq, 0, sq, sν , sπ, sν , sπ, sν , sν , sν , sm, sm, sm) (5)

The relaxation rates {si} determine the transport coefficients in the system. The re-

laxation rate sν = 1
τ

is related to the kinematic viscosity ν via ν = c2
s

(
1
sν
− 0.5

)
∆t.

For isothermal hydrodynamics, c2
s = c2/3, where c ≡ ∆x/∆t, and τ is the relaxation

time/parameter. The remaining relaxation rates, se, sε, sq, sπ, and sm can be set in the
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range 0 < si < 2 in order to improve the accuracy and stability [16]. The LBE usually

employs a uniform Cartesian volumetric grid (lattice), such that if x is a node of the grid,

x + ci∆t is also a grid node. Space and time steps are generally set as ∆x = ∆t = 1.

In the DRP context, such a lattice coincides with a discretization of the voxel grid.

Computationally, the LBE-MRT is solved in two steps:

Collision : f ∗(x, t) ≡ f(x, t)−M−1S[m−meq]∆t

Streaming : f(x + ci∆t, t+ ∆t) = f ∗(x, t) (6)

The macroscopic fluid density ρ and velocity u are the zeroth and first order moments of136

fi respectively:137

ρ(x, t) =
∑
i

fi(x, t) ρu(x, t) =
∑
i

cifi(x, t). (7)

Flow in the simulation domain can be initiated either by applying pressure boundary138

conditions at the simulation domain boundaries or using volumetric body forcing. A139

detailed discussion of both these methods along can be found in [19, 20].140

2.2. Curved Boundary Schemes141

The central idea behind curved boundary schemes is to take into account the position142

of a reconstructed solid boundary with respect to the underlying voxel grid. In this143

way, these schemes approximate the body-fitted mesh technique used in FE/FV-based144

approaches. Consider an idealized situation in 2D where a smooth curve (a surface in145

3D) is overlaid on a regular Cartesian mesh (lattice), as shown in Fig. 1 (a). In the DRP146

context, the solid boundary is approximated by a discrete triangulated surface which is147

overlaid on a 3D lattice. The procedure to obtain a triangulated surfaces from mCT148

images will be described in Sec. 3.149

As shown in Fig. 1 (c), consider a solid boundary located at an arbitrary position150

xw on a lattice link connecting a node in the non-fluid (solid) zone xs and a node in151

the fluid zone xb. The nodes in the fluid zone which lie adjacent to the solid boundary152

are designated as boundary nodes xb; they have links connecting interior fluid nodes153

(xf = xb−ci∆t) on one side of the link, and nodes in the solid region xs = xb+ci∆t, on154
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic showing details of curved boundary schemes. Shaded circles denote fluid nodes
that lie on the voxel grid, square boxes are non-fluid nodes. (b) Detail showing the unknown populations
at a solid node. (c) The thin solid lines denote the grid lines while the dashed line denotes the solid
boundary. The red arrows indicate the path taken by the distributions in presence of the wall. Figures
adapted from [35, 36].

the other side. Suppose the population fi is streaming from xb toward the solid boundary155

with momentum ci; the reversed momentum from xw to xb is cī ≡ −ci. After collision156

at time t, populations f ∗
i (xb, t) are known; however, to finish the streaming process at xb157

at time t+ ∆t, an estimate for fī(xb, t+ ∆t) is needed.158

Thus, the central task for curved boundary schemes is to devise methods to approxi-159

mate fī(xb, t + ∆t). Various curved boundary schemes have been proposed which differ160

in their methods to estimate fī(xb, t + ∆t). These can be classified into two broad cate-161

gories: interpolation-based and extrapolation-based schemes . In the interpolated bound-162

ary schemes, fī(xb, t + δt) is constructed from information (post-collision populations)163

located within the fluid zone, while in the extrapolated schemes, information constructed164

at the nodes in the solid zone is utilized. The basic approaches for these two categories165

are outlined below.166

2.2.1. Interpolation-Based Schemes167

The most widely-used curved boundary scheme is the BFL scheme (named after the168

authors) which is a combination of 1D spatial interpolation and the bounceback rule [35].169

The basic idea is as follows: define a parameter q ≡ |xb −xw|/(|xb −xs|) as the fraction170

of an intersected lattice vector that lies in the fluid region; thus xw = xb + qci∆t since171

|x − xw| = |ci|∆t. As shown in Fig. 1 (c), it is clear that 0 ≤ q ≤ 1; intuitively, q172

captures the location of the solid boundary in reference to the underlying voxel grid.173
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As per the standard LBE, each population fi travels at distance of ci∆t during the174

steaming process. If a solid boundary is located exactly halfway (q = 1/2) between xb and175

xs, as is modeled by the halfway bounceback rule, then it follows that the populations176

travel a distance of |ci|∆t/2 from xb to xw, and an additional distance of |ci|∆t/2 from177

xw back to the xb after the bounceback. However, when the solid boundary is not located178

halfway between xb and xs, (q 6= 1/2), a particle streaming from xb towards the solid179

boundary cannot be reflected back exactly to xb within a time span ∆t. In fact, as shown180

in Fig. 1 (c), depending upon the value of q, the reflected population would end up181

at a (fictitious) location, xd. Because xd is not a lattice node, populations need to be182

constructed, depending upon the value of q, using interpolations of known post-collision183

populations at xb and xf . Thus, if linear interpolation is used, fī(xb, t+∆t) is constructed184

as [35]:185

186

fī(xb, t+ ∆t) =


2qif

∗
i (xb, t) + (1− 2qi)f

∗
i (xf , t) q ≤ 1/2

1
2qi
f ∗
i (xb, t) + 2qi−1

qi
f ∗
ī (xb, t) q > 1/2

(8)

187

The BFL scheme has second-order spatial accurate for arbitrarily shaped solid bound-188

aries and can be used with any collision operator. From an implementation point of view,189

Eqn. 8 requires only a two-point stencil of nodes, all of which lie within the fluid zone.190

More details can be found in [20] and [35]. Due to the use of interpolation, the BFL191

scheme leads to errors in mass conservation near the boundaries. In the DRP context,192

though, this error is negligible due to very low mass flow rates within the porous medium.193

194

Several improvements to the original BFL schemes have been proposed to address its195

shortcomings. These include schemes that conserve mass, schemes such as the interpolation-196

free scheme [37, 38], schemes with a smaller computational stencil [39, 40], etc. However,197

most of these schemes involve additional computational complexities for implementation,198

especially when considering the tortuous nature of the solid boundaries and very large199

computations domains. It should be noted that while the geometric discretization error is200
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reduced using the BFL scheme, when it used in conjunction with the BGK operator, the201

slip errors still persist, i.e., the wall location depends on the relaxation parameter τ. This202

can be remedied to a large extent using the BFL scheme with the multi-relaxation-time203

(MRT) collision operator [36], along with carefully chosen relaxation parameters. Hence,204

in the current work, the BFL scheme is implemented as described by Eqn. 8, along with205

the MRT collision operator.206

2.2.2. Extrapolation-based Schemes207

In the extrapolation-based approach, distributions are reconstructed on nodes which208

lie outside the fluid domain, i.e., on nodes that lie in the solid zone, but which are209

connected to boundary nodes in the fluid zone (xb) by a lattice vector. A widely-used210

extrapolation-based scheme was proposed by Guo, Zheng and Shi [41]. According to this211

scheme, populations are constructed on solid nodes xs (instead of on xb as in the BFL212

scheme):213

214

fī(xs, t) = f eq
ī

(xs, t) + fneq
ī

(xs, t) (9)

where f eq
ī

and fneq
ī

are the equilibrium and non-equilibrium parts of distributions, respec-215

tively. The equilibrium distributions are constructed according to the standard isothermal216

equilibrium distributions, f eq
ī

(xs, t) = f eq
ī

(ρs,us). The density ρs ≡ ρ(xs, t) and the ve-217

locity us ≡ u(xs, t) that are required to calculate the equilibrium distributions at the218

solid nodes are extrapolated from nodes within the fluid zone. For density, it is proposed219

to use ρ(xs, t) = ρ(xb, t), and for velocity [41]:220

221

u(xs, t) =


qu(1) + (1− q)u(2) q < 3/4

u(1) q ≥ 3/4

(10)

where u(1) and u(2) are obtained using velocity values at the fluid nodes xb and xf , thus
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making this a three-point/stencil scheme

u(1) =
u(xw, t) + (q − 1)u(xb, t)

q
, (11)

u(2) =
2u(xw, t) + (q − 1)u(xf , t)

q + 1
(12)

Note that for the usual no-slip velocity condition, uw ≡ u(xw) = 0. In the GZS scheme,222

in addition to equilibrium distributions, the non-equilibrium distributions are calculated223

as:224

225

fneq
ī

(xs, t) =


qfneq

ī
(xb, t) + (1− q)fneq

ī
(xf , t) q < 3/4

qfneq
ī

(xb, t) q ≥ 3/4

(13)

226

Once fī(xs, t) are constructed, regular streaming and collision is performed on all227

nodes, including the solid nodes xs. Once streaming is performed at xs at time t, fī(xb, t+228

∆t) is obtained which is the goal for all curved boundary schemes whether interpolation or229

extrapolation based. Several other schemes based on idea of extrapolation (reconstructing230

fī(xs, t)) have been proposed; they differ mainly in the way the velocity is extrapolated231

[42, 43, 44, 45].232

3. Preprossessing Workflow233

In order to implement curved boundary schemes in DRP context, a series of steps234

are required to convert a 3D mCT image of a sample into a format suitable for a LBM235

solver that implements a curved boundary scheme. The tomographic images are assumed236

to be already segmented, so that each voxel is classified either a solid or fluid. The237

steps required to convert raw tomographic images into a binary one consists of image-238

processing steps, such as denoising, filtering, thresholding, etc. Image processing in itself239

is a wide and active area of research within the DRP community; more details of recent240

developments in this field can be found in [46, 47, 48, 11].241

In the following sub-sections, the preprocessing steps are first described using an242
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Figure 2: Workflow involved permeability calculations using curved boundary conditions.

example of a 3D image of a random packing of spheres. The entire simulation workflow243

for computing permeability is summarized in Fig. 2. The dataset consists of 793 images244

in .bmp file format, each of size 788x791. The image resolution is 7 µm and the reported245

porosity of the sample is φ = 0.34. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show a cross-sectional view (in246

the direction of applied forcing) of the sphere pack and its 3D rendering, respectively.247

These image data were obtained from the supplementary data published in [5], which is248

also available online at [49].249

3.1. Surface Meshing: Image to Surface Mesh250

After the two regions of interest (pore and matrix) are obtained using image seg-251

mentation, the corresponding pore-matrix interface, which represents the solid boundary252

surface, must be extracted or reconstructed. In the workflow for this study, the first step253

consists of converting the 3D image which is available in the bmp file format into the254

ASCII (dat/txt) file format. This is done using a Python script that assigns values of255

0, 1, 2 for fluid, bounceback, and solid voxels, respectively. Each voxel is catego-256

rized according to the following rule: a fluid voxel is one whose neighbors are fluid257

voxels in all eighteen lattice vector directions; similarly for solid voxels. A bounceback258

voxel, on the other hand, has at least one neighbor in the eighteen lattice direction that259

is a fluid voxel. Fig. 3(b) shows the pictorial representation of the voxel categoriza-260

tion process. The resulting dat file forms the input to permeability calculation using261

bounceback boundary conditions [16]. In bounceback-based simulations, regular LBM262
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Figure 3: (a) Cross-sectional view of a random packing of spheres. Here, white regions represent ma-
trix/solid and black regions represent pore/fluid. (b) a 3D rendering of the same sphere pack. (c)
Cross-sectional view after voxel classification (as required by bounceback-based simulations).

operations (streaming and collision) are performed on fluid voxels, bounceback opera-263

tions are performed on bounceback voxels, and no computations are performed on solid264

voxels.265

The second step in the workflow is to extract an isosurface using the marching cubes266

(MC) algorithm [50, 51]. An isosurface is defined as follows: given a 3D scalar field F(x),267

a surface that satisfies F(x) = σ, is called an isosurface and σ is called the isovalue. The268

core idea of the marching cubes algorithm is that a voxel (cube) can be defined by the269

pixel values at the eight corners of the cube. If one or more pixels of a cube have values270

less than the user-specified isovalue, and one or more have values greater than this value,271

it can be inferred that the voxel contributes a fraction of the isosurface. By determining272

which edges of the cube are intersected by the isosurface, triangular patches can be created273

which divide the voxel between regions inside and outside the isosurface. By connecting274

the triangular patches from all cubes on the isosurface boundary, the overall isosurface275

mesh is obtained which is described in terms of its constituent triangles. The mesh data276

is generally stored in a ASCII or binary STL file format.277

For DRP, by applying the MC algorithm to a 3D image (which is essentially a 3D scalar278

field), a surface is obtained that approximates the solid boundary, and which forms the279

input for subsequent LBM computations. Fig. 4a shows a 3D view of the isosurface mesh280

of the solid boundary of the random packing of spheres, and Fig. 4 (b) shows a closeup281

of a section. In this work, an implementation of the classical marching cubes algorithm282
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Figure 4: (a) 3D visualization of the solid boundary surface obtained using the marching cubes (isosur-
facing) algorithm. (b) Closeup of the surface mesh. The overall surface mesh consists of 24.3 million
(2,435,1445) triangles. Visualization is done using Paraview.

available within the Palabos framework [52] is used. Alternatives include commercial283

software, such as Mimics and Avizo, and free software, such as ImageJ and CGAL. It284

should be noted that in many cases, the classical marching cubes algorithms results in285

non-manifold surface meshes which can lead to meshing-related errors, since manifold or286

water-tight meshes are required for the LBM simulations. In cases where non-manifold287

surface meshes are generated, the Meshmixer tool can be used to repair the mesh or more288

sophisticated isosurfacing algorithms can be used that guarantee topological properties,289

i.e, produce isosurfaces without cracks, holes and other discontinuities [53].290

Choice of Isovalue291

The isovalue is an important user-specified parameter value that determines whether292

a voxel is either inside or outside the surface; in the DRP context, the isovalue dictates293

the exact location of the solid boundary within the voxel grid. Artificial smoothing of294

the pore-spaces (especially in throat region) can change the overall pore-volume available295

for fluid flow, and therefore the computed permeability [54, 11]. For binary tomographic296

images, i.e., if a black≡fluid≡0 and white≡solid≡1 image classification scheme is297
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Figure 5: Effect of isovalue on the porosity of the reconstructed porous domain.

followed, the isovalue should be chosen such that 0 ≤ σ < 1. As observed in Fig. 5, a larger298

isovalue (within the range) leads to a larger pore-volume; thus making the computed299

permeability (weakly) dependent on the choice of the isovalue. In this work, we set300

isovalue to a default value of σ = 0.5. Finally, it should be noted that a 3D binary image301

can be directly converted into a surface mesh (bmp�stl) without the intermediate step302

of generating a dat file (bmp�dat�stl). However, this intermediate step is included in303

any event since dat files are required as input to permeability computations using the304

bounceback boundary conditions.305

3.2. Volume Meshing: Surface Mesh to Volume Mesh306

The surface mesh generated using the MC algorithm contains only the solid boundary307

information. For 3D simulations, a numerical grid is needed which, in the LBM, is a 3D308

uniform Cartesian (voxel) grid. Therefore, for a given isosurface and a 3D voxel grid of a309

particular resolution (size of the smallest voxel), the next task is to place the isosurface310

inside the 3D domain, and then decide which voxels are inside the domain bounded the311

isosurface and which are not. This process is called voxelization [55, 56]. In the LBM with312

the curved boundary approach, voxelization consists of two major tasks: (i) determine313

voxels that lie inside or outside of the domain bounded by the isosurface, but within314

the overall 3D voxel grid; (ii) for voxels that lie partially inside (or outside), determine315

the distance between the isosurface and the boundary voxels along the eighteen lattice316

vectors. The distance between the points of intersection and boundary voxels along the317
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Figure 6: A slice of the voxelized domain with different voxel categories. Regular LBM operations are
performed on outside voxels and curved boundary operations are performed on outer border voxels;
inner border voxels may be used to obtain unknown distributions depending upon the curved boundary
scheme; no LBM operations are performed on inside voxels. Note that the irregular geometry on the
periphery of the image is due to edge effects.

eighteen directions gives the the sub-grid distance qi, which was discussed in Sec. 2.2.318

Note that qi take non-zero values only on boundary voxels; for all interior voxels qi = 0.319

The voxelization and sub-grid distance calculation is done using the ray-triangle in-320

tersection algorithm, which were originally developed in computer graphics field [57].321

Similar to the marching cubes algorithm, an implementation of the ray-tracing algorithm322

available within Palabos environment is used [52]. A major difference between classi-323

cal ray tracing and its LBM implementation is that in LBM, the ray-tracing procedure324

is done along eighteen lattice directions instead of along three co-ordinate axes-aligned325

directions. Fig. 6 shows the result of the voxelization process. Finally, computational as-326

pects of the entire pre-processing workflow, including time to mesh and voxelise, memory327

requirements, etc. are discussed in Sec. 4.4.328

4. Numerical Implementation329

The application of the workflow and the results of the simulations performed with330

the two curved boundary schemes are now discussed. Three prototype porous media331

are considered for which tomographic images and numerical results are available from332
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the literature: (i) a circular pipe (ii) a 3D square block with a six-pointed star shaped333

channel (Fig. 9); and (ii) a 3D random packing of monodisperse spheres (Fig. 3 and334

4). The 3D images for star-shaped channel and sphere pack were obtained from the335

supplementary material provided by [5].336

Step 1 of the workflow (bmp to dat conversion) was performed using a Python script;337

the resulting dat file serves as an input to the LBM simulations with bounceback boundary338

condition. All subsequent steps listed in Fig. 2 were done within the Palabos simulation339

framework. Palabos is a C++-based, open-source, parallel, general-purpose LBM library340

[52].341

Obtaining permeability from a simulated velocity field using Darcy’s equation342

The main output of the Palabos solver is the local velocity field, u(x), which is the343

steady-state solution of the Navier-Stokes equations as recovered by Eqn. 4. Based on344

Darcy’s law, isotropic permeability k is computed as [58, 33]:345

k =
µLQ

∆pS
(14)

where Q is flowrate through a cross-sectional area S, ∆p = pin − pout, where pinand pout346

are the prescribed pressures at the inlet and outlet boundaries, respectively, and L is the347

distance over which the pressure difference is applied. The flowrate can be determined348

according to Q = 〈u〉Seff , where 〈u〉 is the velocity averaged over the entire cross-sectional349

area S, and Seff is the effective area, which is equal to the cross-sectional area of only350

the pores (a fraction of the total cross section area, S). For faster convergence and to351

smooth out numerical fluctuations, it is convenient to perform averaging over the entire352

volume V and effective pore-volume Vpore instead of over the cross-sectional areas:353

354

k =
µL〈u〉Vpore

∆pV
=
φµL〈u〉

∆p
. (15)

Here, φ = Vpore
V

is the porosity. As a convergence criterion, a steady-state solution is355

assumed when the normalized difference between permeability values between time n356
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and n− 1 is less than 10−4:357 ∣∣∣∣kn − kn−1

kn

∣∣∣∣ < 10−4. (16)

358

For the three geometries tested here, the flow is initiated by prescribing Dirichlet359

boundary conditions for density (pressure) at the inlet and outlet using the Zou-He360

boundary scheme. The density (pressure) difference is kept low enough that the Stokes361

flow condition (Re � 1) is maintained, and LBM-compressibility errors are negligible.362

The relaxation parameter was chosen as τ = 1.2, and the rest of the MRT relaxation363

parameters were fixed according to the guidelines developed in [16].364

4.1. Circular Channel365

A pipe with a circular cross-section provides a simple, non-trivial benchmark geometry366

for validation of the entire workflow and the flow solver. For a circular pipe of radius R,367

the permeability is given analytically: kPref = πR4/(8A), where A is the cross-sectional368

area of the square channel into which the circular pipe is bored. The circular cross-section369

geometry used in the simulation was created using a raster graphics editor (Paint.net)370

and multiple 2D images were stacked in the stream-wise direction to create a 3D voxel371

grid of the pipe. Fig. 7a show a stair-stepped cross-sectional area of a 3D pipe, while372

7b shows the triangulated surface representation of the pipe as obtained from the steps373

described in Sec. 3374

Two series of tests were conducted on the circular pipe geometry. First, to check the375

dependency of permeability on orientation of the pipe with respect to the underlying voxel376

(lattice), simulations were performed on two different diameter pipes with D={8,16} and377

L = 64 that are rotated at three different angles θ = {30◦, 45◦, 60◦}. Second, to test the378

effect of voxel refinement, three different voxel grids (643, 1283, 2563) were tested for the379

D = 8 pipe.380

381

Fig. 8 shows that the permeability calculated using the bounceback scheme depends382

strongly on the inclination of the circular pipe relative to the voxel grid (lattice). Since a383
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(a) Stair-stepped representation of a circular
channel.

(b) Triangulated surface representation of a
circular channel at an inclined (θ = 30) con-
figuration.

Figure 7: Two different representations of a channel with a circular cross-section. In both cases, the
diameter is D = 8 l.u. , area of the square channel is 64× 64 and the length in the stream wise direction
is 64 l.u. diameter of the circle is while the cross-section is x and length

Figure 8: Permeability of a channel with circular cross-section at different angles of inclination and voxel
resolutions
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stair-step representation is only a first-order approximation of the actual circular cross-384

section, the discretization errors are much larger when the channel walls are not aligned385

with the lattice. This additional discretization error is generally reduced by aligning386

the channel with the lattice, however this approach is not feasible for complex porous387

medium. Also note that the error in the bounceback-based permeability at θ = 45 is388

smaller that the errors at θ = 30 and θ = 60. This is because at θ = 45, the channel is389

aligned with some of the 19 lattice vectors.390

On the other hand, it can be observed that the permeability estimated using BFL391

curved boundary scheme remains largely constant with an increase in θ. Moreover, due392

to the second-order (curved) representation of the circular cross-section, errors in perme-393

ability calculated with the BFL scheme are smaller that those with bounceback schemes.394

It is also evident that from Fig. 8 that a refinement in the voxel grid resolution leads to395

more accurate estimates of permeability. These observations provide evidence of the ad-396

vantages of using curved surfaces for representing the pore-matrix boundary and curved397

boundary schemes for implementing the no-slip velocity boundary condition. It should398

be noted that, in general, both the curved and bounceback schemes underestimate the399

permeability of the circular channel.400

4.2. Star (Hexagram) Cross-Sectional Channel401

The pre-processing workflow and the solver was next validated on a channel with402

a star-shaped cross-section. Fig. 9(a) shows the binary segmented image of the cross-403

section. The hexagram has a length of 200
√

3/2 in image units, and the size of the404

image dataset is 10243 with a resolution of 1µm. This high-resolution image dataset was405

obtained from [49]. Fig. 9(b) shows the surface mesh obtained from the 3D image using406

the marching cubes algorithm, and Fig. 9(c) shows a cross-section after the voxelization407

process. The porosity of the geometry is 0.02, which closely matches the porosity of408

0.0204 that is obtained after pre-processing. The surface mesh consists of around 840,000409

triangles. It should be noted that although the original image dataset is 10243, only410

512 images were used in the streamwise (x−) direction since the medium is homogeneous411

along this direction; i.e., the simulation domain for LBM simulations is 512×1024×1024.412
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Figure 9: Left: Binary segmented image; here BLACK voxels indicate FLUID regions and WHITE voxels
indicate SOLID/MATRIX region; middle isosurface of the hexagram; right: cross-section view of the 3D
voxel mesh along with the voxel categorization.

Although a closed-form analytic solution does not exist for this pore geometry, nu-413

merical estimates of its permeability were computed using different numerical methods,414

such as LBM, FEM-CFD, and Voxel-based Direct Navier–Stokes Solvers (VBS) in [5].415

Based on the different flow solvers, Saxena et al. reported a mean permeability of 7584416

milliDarcy and a median density of 7485 milliDarcy, with 225 milliDarcy as the standard417

deviation. In the subsequent discussions, the reference permeability for the star-shaped418

pore-geometry is taken to be kHref = 7584 milliDarcy.419

Fig. 10 shows the results of permeability estimated using the bounceback, BFL (in-420

terpolated) and GZS (extrapolated) curved boundary schemes. It can be observed that421

the permeability predicted by bounceback and the two curved boundary schemes are422

relatively close to each other in magnitude. This is because the input geometry used in423

all cases is of a very high resolution (1µm). However, this may not be the case if the424

input image is of coarse resolution, and where the second-order accurate curved boundary425

schemes would yield more accurate predictions than bounceback. The bounceback per-426

meability is also smaller than those predicted by the curved boundary schemes; a possible427

explanation is provided in the following section.428

Effect of Surface Mesh Refinement. For an image of a given resolution, the solid boundary429

mesh obtained using the marching cubes algorithm can be further refined to provide430

a higher-fidelity representation of the pore-matrix surface. For instance, as mentioned431

above, at the base resolution, around 840,000 triangles represent the solid surface; whereas432
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Figure 10: Effect of different boundary schemes and relaxation parameters on the permeability of a
channel with hexagram (star)-shaped cross-section.

with mesh refinement, 1,22,8000 triangles represent the same surface. Theoretically,433

increasing the number of triangles leads to a smoother surface description, and more434

accurate estimate of the sub-grid distance qi.435

For the base resolution surface mesh and the BFL curved boundary scheme, a per-436

meability value of k = 7406 mD was observed, while with the refined surface mesh, a a437

permeability value of k = 7388 mD was observed. As mentioned before, the difference438

between the permeability obtained using the base and refined meshes is not significant439

since the base resolution mesh is already of sufficiently high resolution. It should also be440

noted that since the image and numerical grid are uncoupled, the numerical (lattice) grid441

can be further refined (volumetric grid refinement) to obtain more accurate estimates of442

permeability.443

Effect of Relaxation Time. It was shown in our previous work that the single-relaxation-444

time (BGK) collision model and a sub-optimal choice of the MRT collision parameters445

can both lead to permeability predictions that depend on the relaxation parameter, τ .446

This parametric dependence is nonphysical for Stokes flow in porous media and moreover447

it also leads to much larger number of iterations required for convergence. In order to448
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investigate the dependence on permeability on the relaxation parameter in the context449

of curved boundary schemes, we calculated permeability for the star cross-section geom-450

etry with different values of τ and using the MRT relaxation parameters as described451

in [16]. Fig. 10 shows the results of this numerical investigation. It can be seen that452

the computed permeability shows a much smaller variance over a wide range of τ, indi-453

cating that curved boundary schemes with MRT collision model can result in relatively454

parameter-independent permeability.455

4.3. Random Packing of Spheres456

Random dense packing of identical (monodisperse) spheres/beads is a synthetic porous457

geometry which serves as a useful canonical geometry for studying its fluid mechanics,458

and also as a benchmark case for numerical validation of flow solvers. The permeability of459

the random sphere packing has been widely investigated by many fluid solvers, including460

LBM (using bounceback), and the FE, FD and FV methods [24, 33, 32, 8, 9, 5, 23, 58].461

The voxel grid of the sphere pack that was used in this study measures 793 × 788 ×462

791, corresponding to a cubic volume of 5.53mm3. The pre-processing steps involved463

in conversion of the 3D binary segmented image to the corresponding surface mesh and464

its voxelization were described in detail in Sec. 3. Note that unlike previous numerical465

experiments with sphere packs, where the size, number, and resolution of the spheres can466

be parametrically changed, in this case, the size and the resolution were kept fixed. This467

mirrors the case in a DRP context where for a given geological sample, the resolution468

and physical parameters of the sample cannot be changed arbitrarily.469

A simple counting of voxels after generation of the isosurface indicates that the (nu-470

merical) porosity of the sample is 35.66%. This compares well with the reported porosity471

of 36% [11], which indicates that the underlying pore-structure is maintained even after472

the pre-processing steps. The small difference in porosity may attributed to the fact that473

very small (sub-micron) pore-spaces cannot be fully captured due to resolution limita-474

tions.475

Similar to our previous work with sphere packs, the symmetry boundary condition476

was applied on domain boundaries that are normal to the flow directions. Along the flow477
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Bounceback BFL (Interpolated) scheme. Guo (Extrapolated) scheme.
ksp 262,893 mD 298,109 mD 304, 515 mD
ksp

kspref
0.9383 1.0641 1.0869

Table 1: Permeability of random packing of spheres as obtained with bounceback and curved boundary
conditions. kspref = 280, 151 milliDarcy. The computational domain is 750×750×750.

direction, a 10-layer padding is applied at both the inlet and outlet domain to minimize478

numerical artifacts due to entry and exit effects [8]. The flow is driven by applying479

a uniform pressure difference across the inlet and outlet boundaries using the Zou-He480

boundary scheme. For the no-slip velocity boundary condition, bounceback and the BFL481

and GZS curved boundary conditions, as described in Sec. 2.2, are investigated. The482

relaxation parameter is set at τ = 1.2 and the rest of the MRT collision parameters483

follow the rules followed in [16] to obtain viscosity-independent permeability solutions.484

Although the whole domain (∼ 7903) is simulated, the permeability reported below is485

based on a slightly smaller sample volume (7503) to remove the artifacts associated with486

the hanging triangles at the edges of the simulation domain. The analyzed sample (7503)487

is assumed to be of Representative Elementary Volume (REV) scale; this assumption is488

consistent with previous numerical investigations that suggest that a sample must be of a489

minimum of 2003-3003 volume for Darcy’s law to be applicable for sandstone and ceramic490

samples [59, 11, 18]. Therefore, given the large size of the computational domain, it can491

be assumed that permeability is independent of the sample volume. From the steady-492

state LBM velocity solution, the permeability is computed using Eqn. 15. For example,493

Fig. 11 shows a snapshot of the velocity field with the sphere pack after 2000 LBM494

iterations.495

Various empirical correlations have been proposed to relate the permeability of the496

sphere pack to its porosity and diameter of the constituent spheres. For example, Rumpf497

and Gupte proposed the correlation k = φ5.5D2

5.6
[60], where D is the diameter of the sphere.498

However, for reference permeability, a value of kspref = 280, 151 milliDarcy was used, which499

is the median value of permeability that was obtained using different numerical fluid500

solvers (LBM- and non-LBM-based) on the same 3D image of the sphere pack used in501

this study [5].502
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Figure 11: Snapshot of velocity magnitude after 2000 LBM iterations

Table 1 shows the permeability of the sphere pack calculated using the bounceback and503

the two curved boundary schemes. The computed permeability is in broad agreement with504

the results from other permeability solvers. This broad agreement provides evidence of the505

validation of the code and also of the overall approach of using curved boundary conditions506

for DRP-related studies. Also consistent with other published works, the bounceback-507

based permeability values are smaller than those computed with curved boundary schemes508

[30, 18, 11]. This observation may be explained as a result of the stair-stepped nature509

of the pore-matrix surface involved in the bounceback simulations, where the effective510

hydraulic diameter of a characteristic pore-throat would be (slightly) smaller than if the511

surface is represented by a smooth isosurface. Since a smaller pore-volume is available512

for flow, the bounceback-based permeability is observed to be smaller. A significant513

difference was not observed between the permeability predicted by the interpolated and514

extrapolated curved boundary schemes. However, this observation should be investigated515

on other pore geometries.516
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Table 2: Computational (wall-time) times required for surface mesh generation and voxelization. Time
to voxelise includes time to compute sub-grid distance, initialize the 3D lattice and set up the initial
conditions.

Voxel grid size 1803 2303 2923 5003 7803

No. of triangles in surface mesh (million) 1.2 2.6 5.4 27.6 56.5
Time generate surface mesh (seconds) 2.4 4.2 8.1 39 136

Time to voxelise (minutes) 9.83 12.75 28.7 91.4 237.5

4.4. Computational Aspects517

Given a 3D binary image of arbitrary resolution (e.g. 5003 of 10µm resolution), the518

wall-time required to generate a surface mesh of the solid boundary using the marching519

cubes algorithm is comparatively negligible. Typical wall-times for surface mesh gen-520

eration for various voxel grid sizes are reported in Tab. 2 and graphically in Fig. 12.521

Wall-times are based on a Palabos-based custom code running on a single node of Rice522

University’s DAVinCI high-performance computing cluster. Each node consists of 12 In-523

tel Westmere processor cores of 2.83 GHz with 48 GB of RAM per node. Note, however,524

that for baseline performance purposes, the wall-times reported in Tab. 2 are based on525

running the pre-processing operations in serial mode even if the code allows MPI-based526

parallelization. For the actual LBM flow simulations, four to six nodes of the Westmere527

cluster were used in parallel mode depending upon the queue availability. It is evident528

from Fig. 12 that it takes less than one minute to obtain a surface mesh from a 5003
529

image of packed spheres. On the other hand, the voxelization operation, which includes530

time to compute sub-grid distances, allocate large blocks of memory for the 3D lattice,531

and initialize flow takes substantially more compute time compared to the time required532

to obtain a surface mesh. Specifically, it was observed that the time required to compute533

the sub-grid distances requires up to 80% the total time to voxelise. Issues regarding534

the relative cost of pre-processing over that of the actual flow solver are discussed in the535

following section.536

537

538
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Figure 12: Time required to mesh and voxelise voxel grids of different sizes
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5. Discussion and Conclusions539

The question of whether the computed permeability is ‘accurate’ is multifaceted. It540

is obvious that most natural and synthetic porous media do not have closed-form solu-541

tions for finding permeability from the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations.542

Hence, characterizing and quantifying the sources of errors is challenging. This is espe-543

cially true in the DRP context, since each step in the overall workflow introduces errors544

and uncertainties [61]. Deviation in computed permeability from experimental values545

may arise from imaging (resolution) limitations, segmentation and thresholding errors,546

size (REV) effects, boundary and initial conditions errors, and numerical artifacts of the547

flow solver. While some of these errors can be rigorously quantified, such as errors due to548

boundary schemes or discretization errors, others are human-dependent, such as errors549

due to segmentation [62, 48, 63, 64, 65]. The relative contribution of each of the factors550

to the overall error/uncertainty is also challenging to quantify.551

In light of the above constraints, the following question arises: for a 3D image of fixed552

resolution, does using curved boundary schemes guarantee more accurate permeability so-553

lutions compared to those obtained using bounceback. The answer mainly depends upon554

the resolution of the available 3D image. If the resolution of the image is of the same or-555

der as a characteristic pore-throat, it is unlikely that the curved boundary schemes would556

provide any more accurate solutions than bounceback. In such cases, bounceback may be557

a better option. However, if high-resolution images are available in which a characteristic558

pore is resolved by 3-5 voxels, curved boundary schemes and the pre-processing steps559

developed in this paper theoretically will provide more accurate solutions. Moreover, for560

rocks with very low permeability, for e.g. ˜100 milliDarcy, very high-resolution images561

are required to capture the sub-micron level pore-spaces for the permeability calculations562

to be meaningful [11, 66]. Hence, it is recommended that curved boundary schemes be563

used only if high-resolution tomographic images are available.564

There are, of course, additional computational costs and complexity involved in using565

curved boundary schemes as compared to bounceback-based simulations. Clearly, the566

additional steps of generating a surface mesh, voxelization, and computations of sub-grid567
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distance (qi) at the boundary voxels add to the overall computational costs. One could568

argue that instead of adopting the curved boundary approach to reduce the stairstep569

effect, one could just double the resolution of the original 3D image and then use the570

simpler bounceback scheme to obtain more accurate estimates of permeability. While571

in theory this approach is reasonable, further investigations are required to determine572

whether the 8X increase in the size of the computational domain resulting from doubling573

the resolution results in the same order of accuracy as using curved surfaces, and at574

approximately the same computational cost.575

An important yet sometimes underestimated cost is that associated with human in-576

tervention. Due to the tight coupling between the numerical and 3D-image discretization,577

a bounceback-based solver can be easily integrated and even automated to a large extent578

within the overall software of the imaging equipment manufacturer [7]. However, the use579

of curved boundary schemes requires solid boundary extraction and mesh cleanup, which580

can be tedious for heterogeneous samples. These manual tasks can make automation of581

the workflow difficult. Additional memory/storage is required for handling and storing582

large (˜GB sized) stl files and for storing sub-grid distances in all eighteen directions583

for all of the boundary voxels. Sparse memory implementation, such as that in Palabos,584

along with standardization of image processing and pre-processing for certain classes of585

rocks can mitigate some of these costs and aid automation of the workflow.586

Finally, perhaps the biggest hurdle that limits the wider adoption of curved boundary587

schemes is the algorithmic complexity of locating the solid boundary surface within the 3D588

voxel grid and finding the distance of the surface from the boundary voxel [17]. Location589

of the boundary surface is relatively easier if the surface has an analytic or smooth590

description, such as for spheres or cylinders. For example, a sphere-filling algorithm591

generates the center locations and radii of the spheres. The exact boundary surface is592

then located (with respect to the background lattice) using ray-sphere or ray-cylinder593

intersection algorithms [57]. However, quickly and efficiently locating arbitrarily shaped594

triangulated surfaces, such as ones obtained via the marching cubes algorithm on mCT595

images of rocks, is challenging. Some of the challenges include the various orientation,596
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shape, and size of the triangles that must accounted for in a ray-triangle intersection597

algorithm [56]. This also involves software engineering challenges of producing a code that598

is robust, scalable, and efficient for large 3D domains. The workflow and the Palabos-599

based code developed in this work address some of these challenges. Future tasks include600

comparison of the accuracy of each of the curved boundary schemes, scaling tests, and601

rigorous validation on a larger and more complex set of reservoir rock images.602
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